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nothing bold and fundamental for fear of rousing opposition
which might defeat their plan* Better, they said, offer half-
measures that were sure to succeed than risk whole-measures that
might fail and discredit the delegates to the Convention. Of such
counsels Washington would have thought what Gouvemeur Mor-
ris quotes him as saying:
"It is too probable that no plan we propose will be adopted.
Perhaps another dreadful conflict is to be sustained. If to please
the people, we offer what we ourselves disapprove, how can we
afterwards defend our work? Let us raise a standard to which
the wise and honest can repair. The event is in the hand of God."
Behind the scenes, in the eleven days of waiting, the delegates
were active in private discussions, exchanging information and
opinions. Few of them were widely aware of what had been
going on outside their own states. Madison, perhaps better in-
formed than any other, had said on April 12: "Of the affairs of
Georgia I know as little as of those of Kamskatska." Pierce Butler
of South Carolina soon came to the conclusion that the "manners
and modes of thinking" of the several states differed "nearly as
much as in different Nations of Europe," Rufus King of Massa-
chusetts was at first distrustful of the Convention and opposed
to any radical alteration of the Articles, but he listened to Ham-
ilton of New York, who "revolutionized his mind," Hamilton
afterward declared. Mason of Virginia got the impression that
the Southern and Middle states were more republican in senti-
ment than the Eastern—that is, New England—where "the peo-
ple, setting out with more republican principles, have conse-
quently been more disappointed than we have been/' George
Read of Delaware as early as the 21st had begun to suspect that
delegates from the small states must "keep a strict watch upon
the movements and propositions from the larger States, who will
probably combine to swallow up the smaller ones by addition.,
division, or impoverishment" He urged John Dickinson of Dela-
ware to come to Philadelphia without delay.
Whether or not Read had yet heard of it, the Pennsylvania and
Virginia delegations were already asking whether it could be
just for a small state to have the same vote as a large state in the

